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BSTRACT

 

Background

 

The standard treatment for patients
with diffuse large-B-cell lymphoma is cyclophospha-
mide, doxorubicin, vincristine, and prednisone
(CHOP). Rituximab, a chimeric monoclonal antibody
against the CD20 B-cell antigen, has therapeutic activ-
ity in diffuse large-B-cell lymphoma. We conducted a
randomized trial to compare CHOP chemotherapy
plus rituximab with CHOP alone in elderly patients
with diffuse large-B-cell lymphoma.

 

Methods

 

Previously untreated patients with diffuse
large-B-cell lymphoma, 60 to 80 years old, were ran-
domly assigned to receive either eight cycles of CHOP
every three weeks (197 patients) or eight cycles of
CHOP plus rituximab given on day 1 of each cycle (202
patients).

 

Results

 

The rate of complete response was signifi-
cantly higher in the group that received CHOP plus ri-
tuximab than in the group that received CHOP alone
(76 percent vs. 63 percent, P=0.005). With a median
follow-up of two years, event-free and overall surviv-
al times were significantly higher in the CHOP-plus-
rituximab group (P<0.001 and P=0.007, respectively).
The addition of rituximab to standard CHOP chemo-
therapy significantly reduced the risk of treatment
failure and death (risk ratios, 0.58 [95 percent confi-
dence interval, 0.44 to 0.77] and 0.64 [0.45 to 0.89],
respectively). Clinically relevant toxicity was not sig-
nificantly greater with CHOP plus rituximab.

 

Conclusions

 

The addition of rituximab to the CHOP
regimen increases the complete-response rate and
prolongs event-free and overall survival in elderly pa-
tients with diffuse large-B-cell lymphoma, without a
clinically significant increase in toxicity. (N Engl J Med
2002;346:235-42.)
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HE most frequent type of non-Hodgkin’s
lymphoma, diffuse large-B-cell lymphoma,
accounts for approximately 40 percent of
new cases of lymphoma.

 

1

 

 More than half of
patients with diffuse large-B-cell lymphoma are over
60 years of age,

 

2-4

 

 and the treatment of these eld-
erly patients is a difficult challenge. The CHOP reg-
imen (cyclophosphamide, doxorubicin, vincristine,
and prednisone) is the standard of care for younger
and elderly patients with diffuse large-B-cell lym-
phoma,

 

5

 

 but it induces complete responses in only
40 to 50 percent of elderly patients, with three-year

T

 

event-free and overall survival rates of 30 percent
and 35 to 40 percent, respectively.

 

6

 

 Attempts to in-
crease the efficacy of CHOP by adding other cyto-
toxic drugs have not succeeded, probably because
these additional drugs cannot be administered un-
less the doses of cyclophosphamide and doxorubicin
are reduced below those given in the CHOP regi-
men.

 

5,7

 

 Intensified chemotherapy regimens may im-
prove the outcome in young patients with a poor
prognosis,

 

8

 

 but they are not well tolerated by elderly
patients. Indeed, CHOP itself may be too toxic for
elderly patients.

 

9,10

 

 More easily tolerated regimens
have been designed for elderly patients, but although
they cause fewer side effects, they are less effective
and no more beneficial than CHOP.

 

6,11

 

Rituximab, a chimeric anti-CD20 IgG1 mono-
clonal antibody, is effective when given as a single
agent in the treatment of relapsed or refractory in-
dolent lymphomas and has activity in relapsed or re-
fractory diffuse large-B-cell lymphoma.

 

12-15

 

 CD20 is a
cell-surface protein that occurs almost exclusively on
mature B cells. The chimeric antibody is a human
IgG1 in which the CD20-binding region was derived
by genetic engineering from a mouse monoclonal
antibody. On the basis of phase 2 studies in which
rituximab in combination with CHOP had a good
safety profile and induced responses in over 90 percent
of patients with indolent or aggressive lymphoma,

 

16,17

 

the Groupe d’Etude des Lymphomes de l’Adulte
(GELA) undertook a study to compare CHOP plus
rituximab with CHOP alone in elderly patients with
diffuse large-B-cell lymphoma.

 

METHODS

 

Patients

 

Patients were eligible if they were 60 to 80 years of age and had
untreated diffuse large-B-cell lymphoma that had been diagnosed
according to the Revised European–American Lymphoma clas-
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sification

 

18

 

 or the World Health Organization classification.

 

19

 

 Pa-
tients were required to have stage II, III, or IV disease and a per-
formance status of 0 to 2 (good to fair) according to the criteria
of the Eastern Clinical Oncology Group. Patients were not eligi-
ble if they had T-cell lymphoma, a history of indolent lymphoma,
central nervous system involvement, active cancer, or any serious
active concomitant disease or if, in the opinion of the investigator,
their general status did not permit the administration of eight
courses of CHOP. Patients were also excluded if they had a car-
diac contraindication to doxorubicin therapy (e.g., abnormal con-
tractility on echocardiography) or a neurologic contraindication
to vincristine (e.g., peripheral neuropathy). Finally, patients with
a positive serologic test for the human immunodeficiency virus or
unresolved hepatitis B virus infection were also excluded.

This study complied with all provisions of the Declaration of
Helsinki and its current amendments and was conducted in ac-
cordance with Good Clinical Practice guidelines.

 

20

 

 All patients gave
written informed consent. The protocol and informed-consent
forms were approved by the local and national institutional review
boards in each participating center and country. Study oversight
was provided by an independent data and safety monitoring com-
mittee. The study investigators are listed in the Appendix.

 

Randomization

 

Eligible patients were randomly assigned by the study coordi-
nating center to treatment with CHOP or CHOP plus rituximab.
They were stratified according to center and age-adjusted Interna-
tional Prognostic Index scores (0 or 1 vs. 2 or 3, with a higher score
indicating a higher risk of death), which are based on disease stage,
performance status, and the lactate dehydrogenase level.

 

2

 

 A panel of
at least three hematopathologists conducted a central pathology re-
view, without knowledge of the patients’ outcome, to confirm the
diagnosis of CD20-positive diffuse large-B-cell lymphoma.

 

Treatment

 

Patients treated with CHOP received the combination of 750
mg of cyclophosphamide per square meter of body-surface area
on day 1; 50 mg of doxorubicin per square meter on day 1; 1.4
mg of vincristine per square meter, up to a maximal dose of 2 mg,
on day 1; and 40 mg of prednisone per square meter per day for
five days. They were treated every three weeks for eight cycles of
CHOP. Patients treated with CHOP plus rituximab also received
rituximab, at a dose of 375 mg per square meter, on day 1 of each
of the eight cycles of CHOP. The rituximab infusion was interrupted
in the event of fever, chills, edema, congestion of the head and neck
mucosa, hypotension, or any other serious adverse event and was re-
sumed when such an event was no longer occurring. No radiation
therapy was scheduled or recommended at the end of treatment.

Patients who had grade 4 (severe) neutropenia or febrile neu-
tropenia after any cycle of chemotherapy were given granulocyte
colony-stimulating factor. If grade 4 neutropenia persisted during
the next cycle, the doses of cyclophosphamide and doxorubicin
were decreased by 50 percent. For patients with grade 3 (moder-
ate) or 4 thrombocytopenia, the doses of cyclophosphamide and
doxorubicin were decreased by 50 percent. If the neutrophil
count was lower than 1500 per cubic millimeter or the platelet
count was lower than 100,000 per cubic millimeter before a
scheduled cycle, the cycle was delayed for up to two weeks, and
then treatment was stopped. The doses of rituximab were not
modified, but rituximab was discontinued when CHOP was
stopped. Treatment was stopped if lymphoma progressed or the
patient declined to continue or at the discretion of the investiga-
tor in cases of intercurrent illness or adverse events.

 

Response to Treatment and Adverse Events

 

Tumor responses were assessed after eight cycles of chemother-
apy or at the end of treatment and were classified as complete re-

sponse, unconfirmed complete response, partial response, stable
disease, or progressive disease according to the International Work-
shop criteria.

 

21

 

 Complete response was defined as the disappearance
of all lesions and of radiologic or biologic abnormalities observed at
diagnosis and the absence of new lesions. An unconfirmed com-
plete response was defined as a complete response with the per-
sistence of some radiologic abnormalities, which had to have re-
gressed in size by at least 75 percent. Partial response was defined
as the regression of all measurable lesions by more than 50 percent,
the disappearance of nonmeasurable lesions, and the absence of new
lesions. Stable disease was defined as a regression of any measurable
lesion by 50 percent or less or no change for the nonmeasurable
lesions, but without growth of existing lesions or the appearance
of new lesions. Progressive disease was defined as the appearance
of a new lesion, any growth of the initial lesion by more than 25
percent, or growth of any measurable lesion that had regressed
during treatment by more than 50 percent from its smallest di-
mensions.

All adverse events reported by the patient or observed by the
investigator were collected from the case-report form in predefined
categories. An adverse event was defined as any adverse change
from the patient’s base-line condition, whether it was considered
related to treatment or not. Each event was graded according to
the National Cancer Institute Common Toxicity Criteria grading
system.

 

22

 

 All grade 3 and 4 events plus grade 2 infection were re-
corded in detail. Grade 1 and 2 adverse events were not extensive-
ly described.

 

Statistical Analysis

 

The sample size was calculated on the basis of the primary end
point of event-free survival, and the number of patients required
was based on the assumption of an exponential distribution of
events. On the basis of the results of previous studies with CHOP
in elderly patients, a conservative three-year event-free survival of
30 percent was assumed for the CHOP regimen.

 

23,24

 

 To detect a
change from 30 percent to 45 percent with the addition of ritux-
imab, we calculated that 400 patients, recruited over three years
and followed for a minimum of one year, would be required to
provide the study with 80 percent power at an overall 5 percent
significance level (two-sided, with an alpha level of 0.05). A single
interim analysis of the primary efficacy outcome was planned; it
included the 328 patients who underwent randomization before
January 1, 2000.

 

25

 

Event-free and overall survival was analyzed by the log-rank test,
and the results were expressed as Kaplan–Meier plots. A multivari-
ate Cox regression analysis was performed to assess the effect of
pretreatment prognostic factors (specifically, age, sex, number of
extranodal sites, presence or absence of bone marrow involvement,
beta

 

2

 

-microglobulin level, serum albumin level, presence or absence
of bulky disease, B symptoms [weight loss, fever, and night sweats]),
and age-adjusted International Prognostic Index scores) on event-
free and overall survival. Estimates of the treatment effect, after
adjustment for these prognostic factors, are expressed as risk ratios
for event-free and overall survival (CHOP plus rituximab as com-
pared with CHOP), with 95 percent confidence intervals. Analyses
of efficacy and safety included all randomized patients and fol-
lowed the intention-to-treat principle. All P values are two-tailed.
Statistical analyses were performed with SAS software (SAS Insti-
tute, Cary, N.C.) by the investigators at the GELA statistical office,
without restrictions or outside control by the sponsor. The inves-
tigators had complete access to all study data.

 

RESULTS

 

This study was conducted at 86 centers in France,
Belgium, and Switzerland. A total of 399 patients
were enrolled between July 1998 and March 2000,
and 398 patients (202 in the CHOP-plus-rituximab
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group and 196 in the CHOP group) received at least
one dose of protocol-specified treatment (1 patient
was enrolled but died before treatment was admin-
istered).

 

Base-Line Characteristics

 

The median age of the patients was 69 years.
There was no significant difference between the two
groups in any clinical or pathological characteristic
(Table 1). Prognosis was poor, which is consistent
with the prognosis in elderly patients with aggressive
lymphoma. Central pathological review was complet-
ed for 97 percent of patients; the results confirmed
a diagnosis of diffuse large-B-cell lymphoma in 90 per-
cent of those who could be assessed in the CHOP-
plus-rituximab group and 85 percent in the CHOP
group.

 

Treatment

 

The eight scheduled courses of chemotherapy were
given to 72 percent of patients treated with CHOP
and 80 percent of patients treated with CHOP plus
rituximab. This difference was due to the number of
patients who withdrew from the CHOP group be-
cause of disease progression: 23, as compared with
7 of those treated with CHOP plus rituximab. In
each treatment cycle, more than 90 percent of the
patients received at least 90 percent of the planned
doses of doxorubicin and cyclophosphamide, with no
significant difference between treatment groups in
dose intensity for either drug in any cycle. In the
CHOP-plus-rituximab group, more than 95 percent
of the patients received the planned dose of rituximab.

 

Efficacy

 

With a median follow-up of 24 months, 86 events
(progression, relapse, or death) were observed in the
CHOP-plus-rituximab group and 120 in the CHOP
group (in 43 percent and 61 percent of patients, re-
spectively) (Table 2 and Fig. 1). Event-free survival was
significantly longer for patients treated with CHOP
plus rituximab than for those treated with CHOP
alone (P<0.001). According to the Cox analysis, the
regimen of CHOP plus rituximab reduced the risk
of events by 42 percent, as compared with the risk
with CHOP alone (Table 2). The difference in event-
free survival between the treatment groups was at-
tributable to the higher number of patients in the
CHOP group who had disease progression during
treatment or with relapse. There was a significant
benefit of CHOP plus rituximab over CHOP alone,
both among patients with relatively low risk disease,
indicated by a score of 0 or 1 on the International
Prognostic Index (P<0.001), and those with high-risk
disease, indicated by a score of 2 or 3 on the Interna-
tional Prognostic Index (P<0.03). Patients younger

 

*CHOP denotes cyclophosphamide, doxorubicin, vincristine, and pred-
nisone. None of the differences between treatment groups were significant
(i.e., P<0.05).

†Performance status was defined according to the criteria of the Eastern
Clinical Oncology Group (with an increasing score indicating declining
performance).

‡B symptoms were defined as weight loss, fever, and night sweats.

§Higher scores indicate a higher risk of death.
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C

 

HARACTERISTIC

 

CHOP 

 

PLUS

 

R

 

ITUXIMAB

 

(N=202)
CHOP

(N=197)

 

no. (%)

 

Age
<65 yr
65–69 yr
70–74 yr
»75 yr

44 (22)
57 (28)
52 (26)
49 (24)

48 (24)
62 (31)
56 (28)
31 (16)

Male sex 92 (46) 107 (54)

Performance status†
0
1
>1

67 (33)
90 (45)
45 (22)

70 (36)
94 (48)
33 (17)

Stage
I
II
III
IV

0
41 (20)
33 (16)

128 (63)

1 (1)
39 (20)
29 (15)

128 (65)

B symptoms‡ 78 (39) 70 (36)

No. of extranodal sites
0
1
>2

46 (23)
95 (47)
61 (30)

44 (22)
102 (52)
51 (26)

Bulky tumor (>10 cm) 60 (30) 64 (32)

Bone marrow involvement 56 (28) 55 (28)

Elevated lactate dehydrogenase 131 (65) 132 (67)

Histologic findings
Not reviewed
Reviewed

Diffuse large-B-cell lymphoma
Not diffuse large-B-cell lymphoma

Burkitt’s lymphoma
Mantle-cell lymphoma
Marginal-zone lymphoma
Follicular lymphoma
Small lymphocytic lymphoma
B-cell lymphoma, unspecified
T-cell lymphoma
Hodgkin’s lymphoma

6 (3)
196 (97)
176 (87)
20 (10)
2
4
2
5
1

4
2

8 (4)
189 (96)
160 (81)
29 (15)
2
4
1

10
6
2
3
1

Age-adjusted International Prognostic 
Index score§

0
1
2
3

20 (10)
61 (30)
87 (43)
34 (17)

21 (11)
56 (28)
94 (48)
26 (13)

Standard International Prognostic 
Index score§

0–1
2
3
4–5

29 (14)
64 (32)
78 (39)
31 (15)

23 (12)
69 (35)
82 (42)
23 (12)
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than 70 years and those 70 years or older, as well as
the patients with diffuse large-B-cell lymphoma, had
the same benefit from the combination of CHOP
plus rituximab (data not shown).

A complete response or unconfirmed complete re-
sponse was achieved in 76 percent of the patients treat-
ed with CHOP plus rituximab, as compared with 63
percent of those treated with CHOP alone (P=
0.005) (Table 3). Disease progression during treat-
ment was reported for 22 percent of patients in the
CHOP group and 9 percent in the CHOP-plus-
rituximab group. Prolongation of disease-free sur-
vival (complete remission) and progression-free sur-
vival in the CHOP-plus-rituximab group was of the
same magnitude as the prolongation of event-free
survival (data not shown). Survival was significantly
longer for patients treated with CHOP plus ritux-
imab than for those treated with CHOP alone
(P=0.007): at two years, 70 percent of patients treat-
ed with CHOP plus rituximab were alive, as com-
pared with 57 percent of those treated with CHOP
alone (Table 2 and Fig. 2).

Base-line prognostic factors were analyzed by mul-
tivariate Cox regression analysis. A high concentra-
tion (more than 3 mg per liter) of beta

 

2

 

-microglob-
ulin was identified as a negative prognostic factor in
terms of both event-free and overall survival (risk ra-
tio, 1.58 [95 percent confidence interval, 1.14 to
2.21] for death, disease progression, or another

 

*The primary efficacy end point was event-free survival. Events were de-
fined as disease progression or relapse, institution of a new anticancer treat-
ment, or death from any cause without progression. Secondary efficacy end
points were overall survival, response rates, and toxic effects. Event-free and
overall survival was calculated as the time from randomization to the date
of first reported event or death, respectively. Data from patients with no
reported event were censored as of the most recent assessment or at the
cutoff date for the analysis (June 30, 2001). CHOP denotes cyclophospha-
mide, doxorubicin, vincristine, and prednisone, and NR not reached.

†Because of rounding, not all percentages total 100.

‡Values in parentheses are 95 percent confidence intervals.
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(N=202)

CHOP 
(N=197) P V

 

ALUE

 

Event — no. (%)†
Progression during treatment
New alternative treatment
Progression after stable disease
Progression after partial 

response
Relapse
Death without progression

During treatment
After treatment

86 (43)
19 (9)
11 (5)

1 (<1)
5 (2)

29 (14)
21 (10)
12 (6)
9 (4)

120 (61)
44 (22)
9 (5)
1 (1)
4 (2)

49 (25)
13 (7)
11 (6)
2 (1)

0.002

Median time to event — mo NR 13 <0.001
Relative risk of event‡ 0.58 (0.44–0.77)
2-Yr event-free survival — %‡ 57 (50–64) 38 (32–45)

Median survival — mo NR NR 0.007
Relative risk of death‡ 0.64 (0.45–0.89)
Death — no. (%)
2-Yr survival — %‡

59 (29)
70 (63–77)

81 (41)
57 (50–64)

 

Figure 1.

 

 Event-free Survival among 399 Patients Assigned to Chemotherapy with Cyclophosphamide,
Doxorubicin, Vincristine, and Prednisone (CHOP) or with CHOP plus Rituximab.
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event and 1.82 [1.22 to 2.72] for death from any
cause, respectively). The presence of more than one
extranodal site of disease was another significant neg-
ative prognostic factor in terms of overall survival
(risk ratio for death from any cause, 1.46). After ad-
justment for these prognostic factors, the risk ratio as-

sociated with treatment with CHOP plus rituximab,
as compared with CHOP alone, was 0.55 (95 percent
confidence interval, 0.41 to 0.75) for death, disease
progression, or another event and 0.53 (0.37 to
0.77) for death from any cause, as compared with
the unadjusted values of 0.58 (0.44 to 0.77) and
0.64 (0.45 to 0.89), respectively.

 

Adverse Effects

 

Table 4 presents all reported adverse events in each
group. The grade 3 and 4 adverse events were con-
sistent with the expected toxic effects of CHOP che-
motherapy and occurred with similar frequency in
both groups. Infection was one of the most frequent
grade 3 or 4 adverse events in both groups. The dif-
ference in the incidence of cardiac events during treat-
ment (47 percent for CHOP plus rituximab, as com-
pared with 35 percent for CHOP) (Table 4) was due
to a higher incidence of grade 1 events in the CHOP-
plus-rituximab group than in the CHOP group (24
percent vs. 13 percent). This difference was consis-
tent with the mild-to-moderate infusion-related events
described in phase 2 studies of rituximab.

 

12-14,26

 

 The
incidence of grade 3 or 4 cardiac toxicity was the same
in both groups (8 percent), with more reports of su-
praventricular arrhythmias and tachycardias in the
CHOP-plus-rituximab group. Grade 3 or 4 cardiac
failure or left ventricular dysfunction occurred in 18
patients in the CHOP-plus-rituximab group and 19
patients in the CHOP group.

 

*Tumor responses were classified as complete response,
unconfirmed complete response, partial response, stable dis-
ease, or progressive disease according to the International
Workshop criteria.

 

21

 

 CHOP denotes cyclophosphamide,
doxorubicin, vincristine, and prednisone.

†Treatment was stopped because of toxic effects, the pa-
tient’s decision, or the investigator’s decision before evalua-
tion of the tumor.
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CHOP

(N=197)

no. (%)

Complete response 106 (52) 72 (37)

Unconfirmed complete response 46 (23) 52 (26)

Partial response 15 (7) 11 (6)

Stable disease 2 (1) 1 (1)

Progressive disease 19 (9) 43 (22)

Death without progression 12 (6) 11 (6)

Could not be assessed† 2 (1) 7 (4)

Figure 2. Overall Survival among 399 Patients Assigned to Chemotherapy with Cyclophosphamide,
Doxorubicin, Vincristine, and Prednisone (CHOP) or with CHOP plus Rituximab.
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Grade 3 or 4 adverse events related to the infusion
of rituximab were observed in 19 patients in the
CHOP-plus-rituximab group (9 percent); the most
frequent of these were respiratory symptoms (with
or without bronchospasm), chills, fever, and hy-
potension. In all cases, the symptoms disappeared
after the infusion was slowed or stopped, and no pa-
tient died as a result of such an adverse event. All pa-
tients were able to receive further cycles of CHOP
plus rituximab without recurrence of grade 3 or 4
infusion-related reactions.

Thirty-four patients (13 in the CHOP group and
21 in the CHOP-plus-rituximab group) died from
causes not attributable to lymphoma; 23 died during
the treatment period from infection (16 patients),
cachexia (4 patients), or cardiovascular events (3 pa-
tients), without any significant difference between the
groups. The remaining 11 patients (2 in the CHOP
group and 9 in the CHOP-plus-rituximab group)
died from infection (4 patients), cachexia (2 patients),
cardiac disease (2 patients), suicide (1), another type
of cancer (1), or gastrointestinal hemorrhage (1) while
in a complete remission after completing therapy.

The median nadir of the neutrophil count after
each cycle of chemotherapy was similar in both
groups. After the first cycle, neutrophil counts fell to

400 per cubic millimeter in both groups. Thereafter,
the median was slightly higher in the CHOP group
than in the CHOP-plus-rituximab group. Neutrope-
nia was not associated with an increase in episodes
of infection during treatment, as shown in Table 4.
The percentages of patients who required treatment
with granulocyte colony-stimulating factor increased
to a similar degree in each treatment group, to 37
percent for the fourth cycle and 43 percent for the
eighth cycle. There were a few more cases of herpes
zoster after treatment in patients receiving CHOP
plus rituximab than in those receiving CHOP (nine
vs. two, P=0.40). During treatment, 19 percent of
patients receiving CHOP and 14 percent of those re-
ceiving CHOP plus rituximab had grade 3 or 4 ane-
mia. The median nadir platelet counts remained above
130,000 per cubic millimeter in both treatment
groups for all eight cycles.

DISCUSSION

This randomized trial compared the efficacy and
safety of rituximab in combination with CHOP che-
motherapy with that of CHOP chemotherapy alone
in elderly patients with diffuse large-B-cell lympho-
ma. We found higher response rates and improved
event-free and overall survival among patients treated
with the combination of rituximab and CHOP. The
longer survival in the CHOP-plus-rituximab group
was due to a lower rate of disease progression during
therapy and fewer relapses among patients who had
a complete response. Treatment with CHOP plus ri-
tuximab was well tolerated, and the incidence of se-
vere or serious adverse events was no different from
that in the CHOP group.

The event-free survival among elderly patients with
diffuse large-B-cell lymphoma was only 12 to 18
months in previous randomized studies of chemo-
therapy.6,9,24 We chose CHOP for use in this study
because it is as effective as, and less toxic than, other,
more recently developed chemotherapeutic regi-
mens5,27,28; it is also considered to be standard ther-
apy for elderly patients with diffuse large-B-cell lym-
phoma.6,11,29 The results with CHOP alone in our
trial were similar to those previously reported in eld-
erly patients.6,9-11,23,29 For this reason, we believe that
the better results with CHOP plus rituximab are not
attributable to an unusually poor outcome among
patients in the CHOP group.

In a study comparing a regimen of doxorubicin,
cyclophosphamide, vindesine, bleomycin, and pred-
nisone (ACVB) with CHOP in elderly patients, we
found that ACVB was associated with longer event-
free survival because patients who received ACVB had
a lower incidence of relapses.23 However, the rate of
death due to toxic effects of the therapy was higher
with ACVB than with CHOP, particularly in pa-

*All adverse events reported by the patient or observed by the investiga-
tor were recorded. An adverse event was defined as any adverse change
from the patient’s base-line condition, whether it was considered related to
treatment or not. Each event was graded according to the National Cancer
Institute Common Toxicity Criteria grading system; higher numbers de-
note more severe toxicity. CHOP denotes cyclophosphamide, doxorubicin,
vincristine, and prednisone.

TABLE 4. NONHEMATOLOGIC ADVERSE EVENTS OBSERVED 
IN PATIENTS TREATED WITH CHOP PLUS RITUXIMAB 

OR CHOP ALONE.*

EVENT ANY GRADE GRADE 3 OR 4

CHOP PLUS 
RITUXIMAB CHOP

CHOP PLUS 
RITUXIMAB CHOP

percentage of patients with an event 
in at least 1 cycle

Fever 64 59 2 5

Infection 65 65 12 20

Mucositis 27 31 3 2

Liver toxicity 46 46 3 5

Cardiac toxicity 47 35 8 8

Neurologic toxicity 51 54 5 9

Renal toxicity 11 14 1 2

Lung toxicity 33 30 8 11

Nausea or vomiting 42 48 4 8

Constipation 38 41 2 5

Alopecia 97 97 39 45

Other toxicities 84 80 20 25
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tients over 65 years of age, and for this reason, treat-
ment with ACVB was not associated with prolonged
survival.

In conclusion, the addition of rituximab to CHOP
chemotherapy, given for eight cycles to elderly pa-
tients with newly diagnosed diffuse large-B-cell lym-
phoma, significantly increases the rate of complete
response, decreases the rates of treatment failure and
relapse, and improves event-free and overall survival
as compared with standard CHOP alone. These gains
were achieved without a significant increase in clini-
cally significant toxic effects.
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